Westside Water Association pre-Annual Meeting newsletter
The 2021 WWA Annual Meeting will be held by Zoom on Thursday, May 27, 2021 at 7 pm with
details to follow in a separate mailing. Rather than use valuable time during the zoom call we
are summarizing the most important information from the year in this Newsletter and will
respond to your questions and comments at the meeting. So here goes:

Small Water System Management Plan (SWSMP)
WWA re-submitted its SWSMP to the Washington State Department of Health (DOH) on April
19th. This new version of the plan addressed 10 questions that DOH had asked (on February 9th)
about the original plan that we submitted in October 2020. A link to an on-line version of the
re-submitted version of the plan can be found at
http://westsidewater.org/SWSMP%20April%2021.pdf.
Based on guidance from DOH and our consulting engineer, Jim Gross, we increased the request
for the number of total shares to 259 from our current level of 235 (of which 227 are officially
approved) and thus a potential net 24 new shares. The detailed calculations supporting this
request can be found in the plan starting at page 50. We encourage you to read the plan as it
provides a thorough overview of your water system. We expect the next response from DOH in
late July regarding this request.

ByLaws and Standard Operating Procedures review
With the request for approval of new connections as outlined in the section above, a group of 3
members and 2 board members has been working hard to review the existing ByLaws and
Operating Procedures as they relate to this topic. The committee has made recommendations
for six ByLaw changes which the Board is presently having reviewed by independent legal
counsel. Although we had hoped to have something to present to members on this topic at the
Annual Meeting our timeline is not aligning with the May date for the meeting so for now it is
“in progress”. We will be hosting several informational sessions for the members once we have
the proposed changes reviewed. A Special Meeting of the members will be called to vote on the
changes as is required for any ByLaws change. We expect to have the legal review completed
sometime in June and hope to have the Special meeting before the end of the summer.

Back 40 Well
We expect to have the new Back 40 Well ready to supply water before we reach our peak usage
season starting in mid-June. The week of April 19th -- 23rd Doug Dolstad placed the line that
connects the new well to our system. Although we plan for an independent input to the tank
later, we will tie this new source into an existing input line for supplemental usage this summer.
The remaining tasks are to make connections at the entry of the Back 40 property and at the

steel tank input, install a chlorination system at the steel tank end of the line and complete the
pump house structure. Depending on actual production and blended test results a filtration
system to remove manganese may or may not be needed later.
Overall, we are within budget ($65K to $70K) for this phase of the project.

Anderson Well
At the beginning of each month (since early in 2017) we turn off the Anderson Well pumps for
24 hours and measure the recovered water table height (see figure below).

For the past two years that measurement has stabilized at around 240 feet above sea level and
25 feet above the pump level. At this level we are able to draw 50 gallons per minute (gpm)
from this well field. Based on the decline in water recovery level from when the well was first
measured, we manage this source so as to minimize its use in the off season but during the
summertime high demand period we use it at full capacity. The water quality from this source
continues to be excellent.

Canyon Well Points
Our third major source is a series of well points and springs along the side of Shinglemill
Canyon. Last year we lost one of these sources dropping us from 25 gpm to 20 gpm. Since that
loss the aggregate of these sources has had stable flow. We recharge these well points (by reestablishing the siphon) in the late spring of each year and tend to get a bit of a boost in flow
from that action. We have not yet performed the recharge function for this year.

2020/21 Consumer Price Index (CPI) Metric
Each year we adjust our water billing rates (both base and tiered usage) and several expense
categories (management contract and CAR fund accrual most notably) by the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics CPI increase over the previous 12 months. We use the April value to set our
annual rates and budget. That April number won’t be released until May 12th this year, so we
don’t have a final number as of this writing. The annual figure through March was 2.6% so we
expect the April value to be in the 2.5 to 3.0% range.

Annual Budget
Once the CPI value is established, generating our Annual Budget is a pretty stable and
predictable process as illustrated in the two following figures which show our actual income
and spending for the past six fiscal years (2020/21 is estimated since financials are not available
yet for the March/April financial period; our fiscal year is from May 11st to May 10th of the
following year.).
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Administration consists of all office costs including bookkeeping, legal, general engineering and
excise tax categories. Operations covers our contract with Island Water Management (Doug’s
company), electrical, insurance and water treatment expenses. Repairs and Maintenance funds
things like leak repair and the canyon road repair this year. WWA also funds the Capital Asset
Replacement fund ($47K/year at present) as well as our escrow for the expected King County
Right of Way fee. The reason for the large swing in the CAR fund is that in the 2019/20 fiscal
year the Board determined that we were not accruing this fund at a sufficient rate, so the

accrual was adjusted back to the beginning of this fund to the proper rate. Thus 2019/20 fiscal
year includes the one-time cost for that backwards adjustment.

WWA Annual Income vs Cost Summary
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Our income includes water sales, interest charges and some pass-through funds for excise tax
and the El Porvenir charity that WWA supports. Water sales are dependent on variations in the
weather and also reflect rate increases via the annual CPI determination.
The cumulative income vs. costs over the 6-year period above finds us about $10k positive
which we have used to strengthen our operating fund. WWA is in good financial health.
For the 2021/22 fiscal year we are projecting (needs Jeff/Richard review):
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Capital Asset Replacement (CAR) Projects [Adrian to review and add]
•

In the fiscal year ending May 2021 we finished one CAR project (replacement of a
section of water main serving 3 residences on the south end of Westside Highway). We
anticipated this project to be more expensive but discovered that the majority of the

•

•
•
•

main distribution pipe did not need replacing so we spent $15K instead of a planned
$35K.
Because of a major erosion event affecting the road into the canyon pump station, in
addition to repairing the road, we chose to install about 400’ of replacement 4” HPDE
line at the lower end of the road. This installation will eventually displace a cost planned
for replacing the entire line from the pump house up to 115th Ave SW.
We have borrowed from the CAR fund in order to finance the Back 40 well project and
will be reimbursing the CAR fund from the assessment being levied on water usage
above the base rate and the sale of additional shares.
The next scheduled CAR project is to replace the main and associated service lines on
the west end of the section of Cove Road between 115th Ave SW and 121st Ave SW.
You might be interested to know that in the last 28 years about 9,500 feet of
distribution main has been replaced and/or upgraded (e.g. size, material) and another
1800’ of new distribution main have been installed. 420 ft of transmission line was
replaced and another 3600’ of new transmission main associated with new sources
were placed in the ground. In aggregate that is almost 3 miles of mains replacement

System Leaks
This year we have collaborated with Evergreen Rural Water of Washington (ERWOW) to do a
sonic leak scan of our entire system. That scan has identified two small leaks which we will fix
in the summertime but there are no major leaks which is good news. Having discovered this
extraordinary resource, we plan to conduct additional sonic scans on a regular basis. At the
present time we believe our base system leakage rate to be about 2.2 gpm which equates to a
7% annualized loss which is within DOH guidelines.

Measurement
Since 2016 we have been taking daily, monthly and bimonthly readings of the water produced
from the Anderson Well field. We have “redundant” meters – one set on each of the two
Anderson wells (labeled S07 and S08) and one meter near the intersection of 115th Ave SW and
SW 156th St (labeled S09) which sums the water from S07 and S08. In February 2020 the S09
meter failed and was replaced. If you remember your basic physics (conservation of mass)
pretty clearly S07 + S08 = S09. However, throughout 2020 we saw that S07 plus S08 did not add
up to S09 leading us to suspect that S09 was not reading correctly nor consistently. So, in
January of 2021 we replaced S09 again and did some careful measurements to see how the
meters related to each other. We found that S07 + (1.04)*S08 = S09. Alas as we have
continued to make measurements on a longer time-range and again have found inconsistencies
such that the sum of S07 and S08 is +/-7% of S09. This result seems odd to us but may just be
the limit of measurement of these devices. If anyone has an explanation, we would be
delighted to hear it.

Board positions up for election
The current term for three of the five Board positions is expiring this May. All three of the
present board members have indicated a willingness (even enthusiasm) for serving another
term. However, WWA wants to encourage new members to step forward for board positions,
so if you are interested in serving on the board now or in the near future, please contact us at
board@westsidewater.org. If there are volunteers to join the Board for this year’s Annual
Meeting we will have an election at the meeting.

